Monthly Jyotish Forecast
Rahu/Ketu Supplement for June, 2010
by Patricia Foy, Certified Vedic Astrologer

This is not the full forecast for June, but rather some supplementary information about the stationing nodes,
Rahu and Ketu.
Rahu and Ketu are in Sagittarius and Gemini respectively as of 11/2/09 and will be there until 5/2/11. This month they
begin to station (stand relatively still) around 17°-18°. I have presented live what this means in general for all of us.1 More
specifically, anyone with their Ascendant or a planet at these degrees will certainly feel their effects. And further, there are
even more implications which cannot be seen without an individual chart analysis. However, we can narrow down the
general indications a little bit if we know your Vedic (sidereal) Ascendant or Vedic (sidereal) Sun sign.2
These effects will be noticeable from 11/2/09 through 5/2/11, but are especially strong for the next three months
(June '10 through August '10).

Rahu & Ketu Effects for Each Sidereal Ascendant
Right now, both nodes, especially Ketu, are relatively unafflicted so it is likely you will notice their positive effects a bit
more than their negative ones. Effects are listed with a plus (+) or minus (-) sign. These are loose categories since nothing is
all good or all bad, but essentially, the + or - means:
+ Watch for opportunities and use these energies productively.
- Prepare for possible challenges (and/or do upayas3 if this area holds special importance to you).

Aries (Apr 14 - May 14)
Rahu
+ Wonderful time to explore innovative or esoteric/occult ideas or philosophies, perhaps even in the form of foreign (or
exotic) trips or study, and/or possibly connected to higher education or a publication. You may notice that men or elders
you aspire to are those outside the mainstream. Consider unusual or alternative legal approaches if called for as they can be
helpful.
- Issues with authorities or authority figures (including parents and their health, especially father) may pop up.
Take care of your joints, especially around your hip area.
Ketu
+ Exercise your unique talents or try something new in the fine arts or communications/field. You'll find you are especially
flexible and adaptable, especially if you can let go of desires/habits or attachment to results..
- You may have difficulties talking about things or connecting emotionally, be a bit inconsistent or fickle. You may have
issues or disappointments related to sibling or neighbors which may call for (and benefit from) your ample ingenuity.
Take care of your neck, shoulders, arms or hands, lungs, and skin.

1 Background information and full forecasts, including audio downloads of live monthly presentations, can be found at
www.LightspiritedBeing.com. Sign up for monthly newsletter while you're there and receive links to forecasts automatically!
2 Your sidereal Ascendant (aka rising sign) is best to use but if you don't know your sidereal Ascendant, you can use your sidereal
Sun sign as a substitute (but not your Western Sun sign). If you need to do this, find your birth date behind one of the sign names
and that one is your sidereal Sun sign, i.e. the sidereal sign your Sun was in when you were born. (Two-thirds of you will find it
shifts backwards one sign from your Western Sun sign.)
3 Upayas are Vedic remedies or activities we can do to help harmonize certain planetary energies rather than simply being at their
mercy. Some upayas for both Rahu and Ketu are listed on the Forecast Summary/Highlight Sheet for June, which can be found at
LightspiritedBeing.com.
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Taurus (May 15 - Jun 14)
Rahu Changes are immanent! Possibly unexpected and likely unusual or extraordinary.
+ Good money through partnerships, or "unearned" money such as lotteries, gifts, insurance, or inheritances. Strong interest
in the occult or other hidden knowledge, good at research. Good time for psychotherapy or physical therapy - either
performed by you or on you.
- May be touched somehow by the deaths of living beings (any kind) or deaths of projects, hopes, dreams, etc.
Be sure to keep free from toxins and/or to detox regularly. This includes mental and emotional toxins, and toxic people and
places. Allergies may act up.
Ketu
+ Good time to cultivate a sense of detachment regarding food, finances, and your birth family. Doing so will free you up to
take advantage of increased intuition in these areas, where you may then benefit through some unconventional ideas. Could
learn a new language and/or enjoy exotic foods.
- May be forced to learn to accept another's financial help. Ups and downs or uncertainty in finances.

Gemini (Jun 15 - Jul 15)
Rahu You may be involved with materialistic and/or wealthy people.
+ Partnership becomes important and/or becomes a focus. Diplomacy comes more easily than usual. Good time to open to
new types of relationships or relationships with new types of people, especially those that feel "foreign", or long distance
relationships. New agreements or contracts that are unusual or out of the ordinary may present themselves.
- Since Rahu can show deception, do your "homework" with regard to the effects just mentioned. Or you may simply find
yourself confused about a relationship. If your chart shows afflictions in this area, there can be challenges or break ups in
partnerships (of any kind).
Ketu
+ Powerful time for spiritual growth and introspection--deep insight in general. Self-liberation of any sort becomes a focus.
It's to your benefit to go with the flow right now and you'll find that you're extra adaptable. Very intuitive right now, and
very discriminating..
- You may go unnoticed and your self-confidence may be low. Mysterious illnesses (not necessarily serious) may show up,
or those that don't respond to conventional healing. (But it's a good time to try something new in that regard.)

Cancer (Jul 16 - Aug 16)
Rahu
+ Good time to maintain or improve health using alternative healing modalities or if there are health issues, then any kind of
unconventional healing. You may be especially driven right now in your day to day work or service and there is a
likelihood of material gains in this area. Can more easily prevail over opponents or competitors right now.
- There may be challenges with, or you may find yourself worrying about work, health, or your pets.
Ketu
+ Excellent time for spiritual development especially in the form of meditation and/or retreats. Travel to foreign countries
(especially over water) or to exotic places is likely. Pay attention to your dreams as they are profound, intuitive messages.
- With the exception of your work area, this is not an especially good time for material gain. There may be a few
unexpected expenses. In fact, you may even be encouraged to embark on a spiritual search for meaning or comfort due to
something of value being taken away.

Leo (Aug 17 - Sep 16)
Rahu
+ May feel compelled toward expanded or unusual mental and creative activity, and it's a good time for that. Selfexpression gains in importance. May feel a strong desire for children or to spend time with them. This may actually be a
fairly productive period for your investments to bear fruit or for investing wisely. You want and may have more romance in
your life than usual.
- Worry or concern about your children or your investments is possible.
Ketu
+ May spend time with or meet spiritually oriented friends or groups of a spiritual or deep nature. This is a time when many
of your aspirations may come to fruition.
- May be disappointed by friends, or feel like your aspirations are lacking real meaning.
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Virgo (Sep 17 - Oct 16)
Rahu You will likely be putting some attention toward changes related to your home or living situation. This also applies
to where you spend your time such as an office, school, workday, etc., and also to your vehicle.
+ There may be gains related to fixed property or assets. You may have an urge to redecorate in unconventional style.
- You may feel emotionally restless or have powerful cravings. Take good care of your lungs.
Ketu Career or your connection with the world at large may take a back seat to your home (or daily environment) and/or
emotional life for awhile.
+ You will have the advantage of enhanced intuition with regard to your vocation (work or hobbies). Allowing for change,
flexibility, and even some strangeness can be helpful. You may have a desire to do something more unconventional.
- You may feel dissatisfied or like you are not recognized with regard to your vocation.

Libra (Oct 17 - Nov 15)
Rahu
+ You will march to your own drummer. There will be creative inspiration and a sense of adventure. You'll have an
insatiable desire to communicate (in any form) or be involved with communications (even technical, such as the internet).
It's a good time to try something different in that respect. Lots of energy, will, and courage. Good for fulfillment of day to
day desires. More or unusual short travels (including errands) and/or focus on your neighborhood or neighbors.
- Your siblings may be going through a period of confusion, odd behavior or thinking, and/or you may be having
difficulties in your relationship with them.
Take care not to strain your shoulders, upper back, arms, and hands.
Ketu
+ Good time for delving inward and getting a sense of your purpose. There may be foreign or exotic travel. Unusual
opportunities may show up so be on the watch for them. You may want to delve into various philosophies.
- Most opportunities will not be in the area of worldly pursuits (though some will be) but there may be many related to your
spiritual life. Could be interrupts to higher educational pursuits or relationship with father, authorities, or teacher/guru.
Take special care of your lower back and hips.

Scorpio (Nov 16 - Dec 15)
Rahu
+ You may feel an urgent need to get a handle on your financial situation or the means by which you earn money. Holding
your own and not relying too heavily on others will be important to you. This is a good time to consider alternative
strategies or clever means of earning. Foreign connections may prove beneficial in this respect. Changes in diet may be
more easy right now than usual, and watch that what goes into or out of the mouth is pure, wholesome, and non-toxic.
- If you do suffer from any addictions they may be extra powerful right now.
Ketu
+ Subtle therapies such as energy work/medicine or therapeutic consciousness technologies may be helpful right now or if
you practice them you may be especially effective. Unexpected money may come from unearned sources.
- You will likely feel uneasy about depending on others for income, or uncertainties may be involved somehow. This is not
a great time to borrow.

Sagittarius (Dec 16 - Jan 13) [Note: this is the U.S. Ascendant]
Rahu
+ It's time to be extraordinary instead of to fit in! Things that affect you at a core level may be changing right now,
including who you identify yourself to be. If you are wanting this, then take advantage of these energies to facilitate your
metamorphosis. Changes may be sudden, quick, and/or unexpected. This is actually a good time for new beginnings, and is
a good transit for material gain. You will be very focused on yourself and on being independent. Good, clean living is
especially beneficial and perhaps even necessary.
- If you are resisting inevitable changes right now you will likely suffer. See if you can use your natural inspiration to fuel
improvements instead.
Take good care of your health in general and pay attention to all systems. Avoid risky behavior.
(Sagittarius continued on next page)
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Ketu
+ A new sense of detachment in relationship to others may help you be less involved personally and thus more able to be
effective. Relationship can be a great spiritual learning tool for you, and/or your partner may be spiritually inclined, very
intuitive, or especially innovative now. You are likely to come up with ingenious business strategies when called for.
- You may feel let down or disappointed in a primary relationship or an agreement/contract you are involved with, or it may
suddenly go awry in an unexpected or unusual way. Alternatively, your partner may be having ups and downs.

Capricorn (Jan 14 - Feb 12)
Rahu
+ Other worlds will be especially attractive whether physical such as foreign countries or etheric such as altered states or
daydreams. You will long for seclusion or secretive work, or work behind the scenes rather than in the limelight. This is a
very good time for spiritual adventures including meditation and retreats and these will likely be of interest right now. The
kundalini energy is activated so spiritual pursuits related to that (e.g. certain forms of meditation) might be especially
attractive as may kundalini-related physical activities such as yoga.
- You will likely have an active dream life (this may be positive but probably too busy for sound sleep). You may have
irresistible urges to spend money.
Ketu
+ For the most part, this period is good for health. Alternative healing modalities, especially subtle energy work, can be
especially beneficial. If you are a practitioner of these or almost any healing modality, you will find you are able to
facilitate healing especially well. You can have an extraordinary approach to problem solving and conflict resolution.
- Use care so as to avoid accidents. Dabbling in questionable psychic practices can have negative mental/health effects.

Aquarius (Feb 13 - Mar 13)
Rahu
+ Plenty of focus on and activity with friends and groups, perhaps some foreign and perhaps some influential. This
placement supports you working toward and reaching your goals. Efforts aimed toward material gains will likely bear fruit.
You may take a renewed interest in world or humanitarian affairs.
- You may become obsessed with your mission(s). Remember to step back and take a breath now and then. (This is also
important so you can take advantage of what Ketu's placement brings for you.)
Ketu
+ You have access to unusually creative processes and means of expression right now, especially if you can step back
periodically and see the forest, not just the trees. In other words, take a break from the purely rational mind. New, different,
or interesting spiritual techniques may be enjoyable and helpful. You may have some unusual romantic adventures.
- This is not the best time for gains in investments. You may not be in contact with your children as much as you'd like.

Pisces (Mar 14 - Apr 13)
Rahu
+ You will be enthused and even driven in your vocation or career and it's an excellent time for achievement. You will be
inclined to put significantly more energy into your career right now than your home, and more into public matters than
private. You may receive public recognition or honors. Foreign undertakings may be advantageous right now.
- You will feel especially ambitious so to avoid burnout, you would do best to pursue your goals in moderation.
Ketu
+ You may use your home for unusual purposes during this time. It's a wonderful time for creating sacred space in your
home or wherever you spend the bulk of your days (e.g. office, classroom, studio); and it will actually help you be more
productive while working. You can use routine work around the home or property (including gardening and landscaping) as
a meditative, mindfulness practice to help clear mental chatter and emotional clutter. It's a good time for emotional
cleansing in general.
- You may find yourself to be on an emotional roller coaster. When this happens, it's good to pay attention to what is
showing up if you can. If it's at an inconvenient time, try to take note and revisit it at your first opportunity. You will feel
inclined to do this and can benefit greatly from what this practice can reveal.
For readings and to sign up for monthly newsletter:
www.LightspiritedBeing.com * ppfoy@LightspiritedBeing.com * 575/829-3499
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